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Using MobileNet SSD Neural Net



Convolutional Neural Network

MobileNet SSD: An object detection model optimized for 
near-instantaneous speeds. 

Performs “Single-Shot Detection” - more efficient at analyzing an image 
than R-CNN or YOLO algorithms

First developed in 2015: “SSD: Single Shot MultiBox Detector”, 
Wei Liu, D. Anguelov et al, Cornell university

SSD is faster, but less accurate than R-CNN, and faster and 
more accurate than YOLO algorithms. 3



Object Detection Model

● Neural net trained on 90 classes
○ Many of the classes relate to self driving vehicles

● Classifies objects and determines 
bounding boxes (coordinates within 
image)

● Very fast with over 40% confidence
○ Speed and accuracy makeup for other flaws

● Future application: classification 
prediction affects robot arm functions
○ Ex: softer objects in the dataset, like bananas, require less 

grip strength to pick up 4



Object Detection Results

● Accurate prediction 
of distance in real 
life 

● Works with different 
positions on the grid

● Markers classified as 
bird or cat
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Detecting Real-World Position

1. Distance between fiducial markers is measured and kept consistent

2. Center coordinates of markers are found

3. Center coordinates of object are found

4. Distance in pixels is found using distance formula

5. Proportions are used to convert distance in pixels to distance in real life

6. Commands are sent to robot to move arm and pick up object
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Diagram/Code

18 inches - X pixels

?



A script for displaying text onto 
an LCD screen. This program was 
a test for using Python to send 
info to the Arduino Serial 
Monitor.

For this project, Python:

1. Takes an object 
classification

2. Finds the position of that 
object in real space

3. Uses Inverse Kinematics to 
calculate joint angles

4. Sends joint angles to the 
Arduino Serial

Interface with Arduino



Interface with Arduino (cont.)



Video Demonstration

1. 2.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y2K3Yxr7AJ5V5O1bgZ5R9cS6qYYjVkwQ/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1grsDcwKZW-shWZnppDknJ6VcdPhj2-Lc/view
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ROBOT HARDWARE
Mechanics of the SCARA Arm



3D Printing Methods

Parameters:

1. Flashforge Creator Pro
2. Hatchbox PLA/PETG 1.75mm 

filament
3. -0.1mm horizontal expansion 

compensation

Stats:

1. 120+ hours print time
2. 3 weeks worth of print
3. Several failed prints and broken 

printers encountered
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Robot Demonstration

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1l-FRA5-9SXmB7h-rp7ekDnWEAQ2IVTRX/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/17V8NIpGQvsYtFK1BQjf1tXkPLVmJM_YB/view


Mechanical Components

14Belt + Pulley System, w/ gear ratio Belt Tensioners (highlighted)



Machine Shop:

● Mill + drill press used to drill precision holes
● Hand saw + lathe used to produce custom lengths of polished rod

Fiber Arts:

● Belts of approx. 200mm, 300mm, 400mm sewn by hand for pulleys

Wood Shop:

● Bandsaw used to cut wood plank for robot mount
● Drill press + countersink bit used for screwing robot to the platform

Digital Fabrication:

● Flashforge Creator Pro used for printing all non-standard components

Electronics and Robotics:

● Wiring, soldering, heat gun, and some special components used 

Quick note: Artisan’s Asylum
Credits to Artisan’s Asylum, a workshop in Somerville, MA where I constructed this robot. Stations I visited:



Z-Axis and Gripper

16Stepper motor powers lead screw; robot 
slides on linear motion rods

Rotational motion of servo translated 
into linear “pinching” motion



Camera setup

17Top Camera: Tripod is slightly in the 
frame, a flaw 

Front Camera



ELECTRONICS 
INTERFACE
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Linking the Computer Vision software with 

motor movement



Arduino Control

Microprocessor: Inland Uno

Code is a combination of Arduino code 
and Processing code (for GUI)

Robot receives commands via Arduino 
Serial

Interface: Computer runs ML/computer 
vision Python script; Python sends 
commands to Arduino Serial; Arduino 
moves robot limbs
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Arduino Code

Credits to Dejan from HowToMechatronics for the Arduino and Processing code, as well as the robot schematics
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Processing GUI
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The default GUI provided with this SCARA arm instruction guide. Will be 
modified to allow user to input the type of an object to pick up.



Forward/Inverse Kinematics
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I.K.: user chooses values of 
(x,y) for the arm to move 
to; code calculates the 
joint angles needed to 
move the arm to those 
coords

Executed within the code 
for the GUI



Stepper Motors + Drivers
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J1/J2/J3/Z:  powered by NEMA 17 
stepper motors

CNC shield used to supply 12V power to 
four stepper motors

A4988 Stepper Driver sits on top of 
capacitors to control steppers



CNC Shield Schematic
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Current Electronics Debug
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CNC Shield can power 4 
motors: ”X/Y/Z/A” (A for 
special function)

J1/J2/J3/Z-axis in this project

Pins  2-7 are working as 
intended, but 12 + 13 are fussy 
on the Inland 

J1, J2, J3 work; Z-axis and the 
gripper still need to be 
debugged
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NEXT STEPS
What’s left of the current project, and how we hope to 
expand our robot’s capabilities



Current Status
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❖ Z-axis and gripper need to be debugged
❖ Debug Inverse Kinematics in the GUI
❖ Physical apparatus needs to be designed to suspend camera over 

grid without a tripod getting in the frame
❖ Computer vision code needs to be applied to two cameras at once.

➢ Technologically, not difficult: MobileNet SSD doesn’t take up 
much CPU per camera

❖ Grip strength of gripper needs to be tested with apple, orange, 
banana
➢ If gripper performs poorly, new gripper hands will be 

designed
❖ Design a custom GUI that allows user to type in a classification of 

object to pick up

Necessary fixes and goals



❖ Design a new E-box that can fit extra wires
❖ Place robot arm farther onto grid--current range of arm for picking 

up objects is limited
❖ Change the listed classification for “cat” and “bird” to “corner” for 

better appearance
❖ Implement voice commands so user can say “Pick up the apple”
❖ Add smart gripping functionality, so the gripper holds squishable 

objects (ex. banana) with a softer grip
❖ Improve the Serial method of commands: sending two commands 

at once causes undefined behavior

Suggested / Wish List
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